2011 Symposium and an Ordinary General Meeting of the Japanese Society for Dental Materials and Devices

Symposium will be held as follows. This symposium is recognized certification workshop title. Many members are expected to participate.

Date: April 23, 2011 (Saturday)
General Meeting 13:00–13:50
Symposium 14:00–16:30

Venue: M&D Tower Auditorium, Tokyo Medical and Dental University

Admission: Free (Only JSAAE Members)

Symposium Program

1. Biological Effects of Nano Materials and their Risk Assessment
   - Activity of Data Search Committee of Dental Materials and Devices on “Risk Assessment of Nanoparticles” –
     Fumio WATARI
     Biomedical/Dental Materials and Engineering, Department of Oral Health Science, Graduate School of Dental Medicine, Hokkaido University

   Toshio HONGO
   Graduate School of Medical and Dental Sciences, Tokyo Medical and Dental University

   Koichi IMAI
   Department of Biomaterials, Osaka Dental University

4. State of the Art on Micro–Nano Metal Particles
   Kenzo ASAOKA
   Department of Dental Engineering, School of Dentistry, The University of Tokushima

5. Risk analysis of nanosize ceramics particles
   Mayumi IIJIMA
   Dental Materials Science, Department of Oral Functional Science and Rehabilitation, School of Dentistry, Asahi University

6. Toxicity Evaluation of Carbon Nanoparticles
   Motohiro UO
   Department of Biomedical Materials and Engineering, Graduate School of Dental Medicine, Hokkaido University

7. Target Organs and Exposure Assessment – Lung
   Kouichi WATANABE
   Division of Biomaterial Science, Graduate School of Medical and Dental Sciences, Niigata University

8. Risk Assessment of Aerosol and Cutting/Finishing Powder (Fine Particles) Formed in Dentistry < Individual Biological Effects / Biological Fine Particles>
   Masayuki TAIRA
   Department of Dental Bio-engineering, School of Dentistry, Iwate Medical University

9. General Discussion

10. Additional Comments from The Search Committee of Dental Materials and Devices on Bisphenol A Used in Dentistry
    After The Spring Conference of The Japanese Society for Dental Materials and Devices in 2010 and Publication of Report of the Search Committee of Dental Materials and Devices on Bisphenol A Used in Dentistry
    Toshio HONGO
    Graduate School of Medical and Dental Sciences, Tokyo Medical and Dental University

After the symposium, a reception will be held at a restaurant on campus (about 3,000 yen fee)